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TIDAL CURRmfTS

Man in his never ending search for knowledge and in his travels
on the sea has long known about the ocean's tides and currents.
Although he may not have fully understood the reasons for the
movements of these waters, he was very much aware of their
benefits and dangers to him. Today the study of the tide and
current is still a major problem facing the oceanographer due
to the increased needs of the scientist, engineer, military,
and the general public.

In presenting a study of the ocean's tides and currents, the
usual practice is to consider each separately. In this paper
the primary emphasis is on tidal currents with only a brief
reference to the tide. For a more complete discussion on the
tide, the reader is referred to various C&GS manuals as well as
the paper "Significant Aspects of The Tide."

Basically the current in the seas can be broken down into two
parts, namely tidal and nontidal. Tidal currents are the
horizontal movements of the water that accompany the rising
and falling of the tide. The horizontal movement of the tidal
current and the vertical movement of the tide are intimately
related parts of the same phenomenon brought about by the tide-
producing forces of sun and moon. Tidal currents, like the
tides, are therefore periodic.

It ie the periodicity or the tidal current that chierly distin-
suishes it rrom other kinds of currents in the sea, which are
known by the general name of nontidal currents. These latter
currents are brought about by causes that are independent or the
tides, such as winds, rreshwater runoff, and dirrerences in
density and temperature. Currents or this class do not eXhibit
the periodicity or tidal currents. The permanent currents in
the ge~eral circulatory system such as the Gulr Stream also raIl
into this grouping.

Tidal and nontidal currents occur together in the open sea and
in ~nahore tidal waters, the actual cur~ent experienced at any
point being the resultant of the two classes of currents. In
some places tid~l currents predominate and in others nontidal
currents are stronger. Tidal currents generally attain consid-
erable velocity in narrow entrances to bays, in constricted
parts of rivers, and in passages from one body of water to
another. Along the coast and farther offshore tidal currents
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are generally of moderate velocity; and in the open sea, calcu-
lation based on the theory of wave motion, gives a tidal current
of less than one-tenth of a knot.

The Tide-Producing Forces

The gravitational forces of the various celestial bodies, prin-
cipally the sun and the moon upon the rotating earth, result in
the periodic changes in the sea. These forces are reflected in
the vertical rise and fall of the sea called the tide and in its
horizontal motion called the tidal current. Due to its nearness
to the earth, the moon is the predominent tide-producing body.

The intensity with which the sun (or moon) attracts a particle
of matter on the earth varies inversely as the square of the dis-
tance. For the solid earth as a whole the distance 1s obviously
to be measured from the center of the earth, since that is the
center of mass of the whole body. But the waters of the earth,
which may be considered as lying on the surface of the earth, are
on the one side of the earth nearer to the heavenly bodies and
on the other side farther away than the center of the earth. The
attraction of sun or moon for the waters of the ocean is thus
different in intensity .froM the attraction for the solid earth
as a whole, and these differences of attraction give rise to the
forces that cause the ocean waters to MOVe relative to the solid
earth and bring about the tides and the tidal currents. These
forces are called the tide-producing forces.

The mathematical development of these forces shows that the tide-
producing force of a heavenly body varies directly as its mass
and inversely as the cube of its distance from the earth. The
sun has a mass about 21,000,000 times as great as that of the
moon; but it is 389 times as far away from the earth. Its tide-
producing force is therefore to that of the moon as 21,000,000
is to (389)3, or somewhat less than one-half.

When the relative motions or the earth, moon, and sun are intro-
duced into the equations or the tide-producing rorces, it is
round that the tide-producing rorces or both sun and moon group
themselves into classes: (a) Those having a period or approxi-
mately one haIr a day, known as the semidiurnal rorces; (b) those
having a period or approximately I day, 'known as diurnal rorces;
(c) those having a period or haIr a month or more, known as
long-period rorces.

The distribution of the tidal forces over the earth takes place
in a regular manner, varying with the latitude. But the response
of the various seas to these forces is very profoundly modified
by terrestrial features. As a result we find the tides and the
currents as they actually occur differing at various places but
apparently with no regard to latitude. Other ce1estial bodies
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CAn be discounted because their size or distance from earth
produces a pull that is almost nonexistent.

Variations in Velocity ot the Tidal Current

The velocity o~ the tidal current at any place varies ~rom day
to day. In part this variation arises ~rom changes in meteoro-
logical conditions, but in much larger part it is o~ a periodic
character due to changes in the position o~ the moon relative
to earth and sun. In its movements the tidal current clearly
reveals the presence o~ three variations, each related to a
partIcular movement o~ the moon.

The most noticeable variation, as a rule, is that related to
the moon's phase. At the times of new and full moon, the speed
of the current is stronger than usual and is called "spring
current." Whp~ the moon is in its first and third quarters,
the current flow is less than usual; hence the speed is less
than the average. The current at such times is called "neap-
curren t . "

It is to be noted, however, that at most places there is a lag
o~ a day or two between the occurrence o~ spring or neap cur-
rents'and the corresponding phases o~ moon; that is, spring
currents do not occur on the days o~ ~ull and new moon, but a
day or two later. Likewise neap currents ~ollow the moon's
~irst and third quarters a~ter an interval o~ a day or two.
This lag in the response o~ the current expressed in hours or
days is known as the "age o~ phase ineq~lity" or "phase age"
and is generally ascribed to the er~ects o~ ~riction.

The second variation in the velocity or the current is related
to the moon's varying distance rrom the earth. In its movement
around the earth the moon describes an ellipse in a period of
approximately 21~ days. The earth is at one of the roci of
this elliptical brbit. Hence, during this period, the moon is
at one time nearest the earth and at another time farthest away.
When it is nearest the earth, or in perigee, the speed or the
current is stronger than on the average, the currents being
known as "perigean currents.ft When the moon is :farthest rrom
the earth, the speed of the current is weaker than usual. These
latter currents are called "apogea[!. currents."

In the response to the moon's change in position from perigee
to apogee, it is found that, like the response in the case of
spring and neap ti-des, .there is a lag in the occurrence of
perigean and apogean currents. The stronger currents do not
occur on the day when the moon is in perigee but a day or two
later. Likewise, weak currents do not occur on the day of the
moon's apogee but a day or two later. This interval varies
somewhat from place to place, and in some regions it may have a
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negative value. This lag is known as the "age of parallax
inequality" or "parallax age."

The third periodic variation in the speed of the tidal current
is that associated with the moon's changing declination. Since
the moon moves in an orbit inclined to the plane of the equator,
its declination is constantly changing during the month. When
it is on or close to the equator, the daily strengths of current
do not differ much; in other words, at such times morning and
afternoon currents resemble each other. As the declination
increases, differences between morning and afternoon currents
become pronounced and at the times of the moon's maximum semi-
monthly declination these differences are most marked. But
like the response to changes in the moon'.s phase and parallax,
there is a lag in the response to the change in geclination,
this lag beinf known as the "age of diurnal inequality" or
"diurnal age. Like the phase and parallax ages, the diurnal
age varies from place to place, being generally about 1 day,
but in some places it may have a negative value.

When the moon is on or close to the equator and the difference
between morning and afternoon currents small, the currents are
known as "equa tori al curren ts . " A t the time s ,of the moon's

maximum semimonthly declination, when the differences between
morning and afternoon currents are at a maximum, the currents
are called "tropic currents," since the moon is then near one
of the tropics.

There are other variations in the speed of the currents, but the
three discussed above are the most prominent. These three varia-
tions are exhibited by the current the world over but not every-
where to the same degree. In many regions the variation from
neaps to springs is the principal variation; in certain regions
it is the variation from apogee to perigee that is the principal
variation, and in other regions it is the variation from equa-
torial to tropic currents that is predominant.

The month of the moon's phases the synodic month) is approxi-
mately 2~ days in length; the month of the moon's distance
(the anomaJ.istic month) is approximately 27~ days in length;
the month of the moon's d~~lination (the tropic month) is
approximately 27~ days in length. It follows, therefore, that
considerable variation in the speed of the current occurs
during a year due to the changing relations of the three varia-
tions to each other.

Reversing Tidal Currents

In the entrance to a bay or in a river and, in general, where a
restricted width occurs, the tidal current is or the reversing
or rectilinear type; that is, the rlood current runs in one
direction ror a period or about 6 hours and the ebb current ror
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a like period in the opposite direction. The .1'lood current sets
inland or upstream and the ebb current sets seawa~d or downstream.
The change .1'rom .1'lood to ebb gives rise to a period 0.1' slack
water during which the speed of the current is zero. An example
0.1' this type 0.1' current is given in Figure 2 which shows the
speed and direction 0.1' the current on a typical day.

Current speeds are given in knots, which is the unit generally
used in measuring tidal currents, and represents a speed of
1 nautical mile per hour. Since a nautical mile has a length
of 6,080 feet, knots may be converted into statute miles per
hour by multiplying by 1.15, or into feet per second by multiply-
ing by 1.69.

3r-

Strength of flood
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3L I . . . . . I . . . . . I . . , . . I . . . . . I
0 6 12 18 24

Hours
Fl.. 2 - Example of a typical reversl". current showll'. time ¥s. velocity for one day.

The curve depicting a reversing current resembles a tide curve.
The maximum. velocity of the flood current called the strength
of flood corresponds to the time of high water in the tide
curve, while maximum velocity of the ebb called the strength or
ebb corresponds to the low water. Since the moon in its appar-
ent movement around the earth crosses a given meridian on the
earth on the average of 50 minutes later each day, the strength
of current at most places likewise comes 50 minutes later each
day. The current day, ~ike the tidal day and the lunar day,
has an average length or 24 hours and 50 minutes.

The current curve shown in Figure 2 represents the current near
the sur£ace in the axis o£ a channel. From observation and also
£rom theory it is known that the tidal current extenqs £rom the
gur£ace to the bottom. In general it may be said that the
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velocity of the tidal current decreases from the surface to the
bottom, the velocity near the bottom being about two thirds that
at the surface. However, the effects of wind and fresh-water
flow may bring about considerable variation in the vertical
velocity distribution.

The current in a channel is also characterized by a variation
in the horizontal distribution of velocity. In a rectangular
channel of uniform cross-section, the velocity is greatest in
the center of the channel, and decreases uniformly to both sides

Combining both the vertical and horizontal variations, it may
be said that the average velocity of the current in a section
of a regular channel is about three-quarters that of the central
surface velocity.

Where the current is undisturbed by wind or fresh-water flow,
the flood and ebb velocities, and the durations of flood and
ebb are approximately equal. In this case, too, the character-
istics of the current from the surface to the bottom are much
the same. That is, the strengths of the flood and ebb currents,
and also the slacks, occur at about the same time from top to
bottom. 11', however, nontidal currents are present, the charac-
teristics of the tidal flow are modified considerably. The
effect of nontidal currents on tidal currents may be derived
rrom general considerations.

In Figure 3 a purely tidal current is represented by the curve,
referred to the line AB as the line of zero velocity. The
strengths of the flood and ebb are equal, as are also the dura-
tions of flood and ebb. In this case slack water occurs regu-
larly 3 hours and 6 minutes (one-quarter of the current cycle
of 12 hours and 25 minutes) after the times of flood-and ebb
strengths. If now a nontidal current is introduced which sets
in the ebb direction with a velocity represented by the line CD,
the strength of ebb will obviously be increased by an amount
equal to CD and the flood strength will be decreased by the same
amount. The current conditions may now be represented by draw-
ing, as the new line of zero velocities, the line EF parallel
to AB, and distant from it the length or CD.

Figure 3 now shows that the nontidal current not only increases
the ebb strength while decreasing the flood strength, but also
changes the times of slack water. Slack before flood now comes
later, while slack before ebb comes earlier. Hence the duration
of ebb is increased while the duration of flood is decreased.

If the velocity of the nontidal current exceeds that of the
tidal current at time of strength, the tidal current in the
opposite direction will be completely masked and the resultant
current will set at all times in the direction of the nontidal
currents. Thus, if in Figure 3 the line OP represents the
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velocity of the nontidal current, the new axis for measuring the
velocity of the combined current at any time will be the line GH
and the current will be flowing at times in the ebb direction.
There will be no slack waters; but at ~eriod 6 hours 12 minutes
apart. there will occur minimum and maximum velocities represented,
respectively, by the lines RS and TU.

f"1g. 3 . Effect of nootidal current on reversing current.

Insofar as the errect of the nontidal current on the direction
of the tidal current is concerned, it is only necessary to remark
that the resultant current will set in a direction which at any
time is the resultant of the tidal and nontidal currents at that
time. This resultant direction and also the resultant velocity
may be. determined either graphically by the parallelogram of
velocities or by the usual trigonometric computations.

Types o~ Reversing Currents

Since tides and tidal currents are merely different aspects of
the tidal movement of the waters, the former being the vertical
movement and the latter the horizontal movement, it is to be
expected that tidal currents would show different types, cor-
responding to the different types of tide. Observations prove
this to be the case. Reversing currents may be readily classed
under three types:semidaily, daily, and mixed. The semidaily
type is one in which 2 flood strengths and 2 ebb strengths occur
in a tidal day with but little inequality between morning and
afternoon currents. Figure 2 represents this type of current
which is common alor!g the East Coast of the United States.

The daily type of tidal current is characterized by I flood and
I ebb in a day. The upper diagram ot Figure 4, which represents
the typical current in the entrance to Mobile Bay, Ala., exempli-
fies .this type ot current. The mixed type of tidal current
exhibits 2 floods and 2 ebbs in a day with considerable 1nequal~
ity in their speed between the torenoon and afternoon cycles.
The lower diagram of Figure 4, which represents the typical cur-
rent in Rich's Passage, Puget Sound, Washington, illustrates
this type of current.
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In general, it may be said that with reversing currents a given
type of current accompanies a like type of tide; that is, semi-
daily currents occur with semidaily tides, mixed currents with
mixed tides, and daily currents with daily tides. But as noted
in considering the variations in strength of current, the varia-
tions in the current that involve semidaily components vill
approximate corresponding changes in the range of the tide, while
in those involving daily components the variation in the current
is about half that in the tide. Hence the diurnal inequality in
the current at any place is generally less than in the tide at
that place.

Oh f!~- 12h ISh Oh

~

24h

Knots
2

0

2

2

0

3

Fig. 4 . Typical current curves showing daily and mixed types of reversing currents.

Relation or Time or Current to Time or Tide

In simple wave motion the times of slack water and strength or
current bear a constant and simple relation to the times or high
and low water. The two principal types of tidal motion are
progressive wave and stationary (standing) wave movements. A
progressive wave is one whose crest advances horizontally; the
times of high and low water progress from one end to the other.
The time of slack water comes midway between high and low water
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and the time of strength of current at time of high and low
water. A stationary wave is one in which the water surface
oscillates vertically between fixed points called nodes without
progression. The points of maximum vertical rise and fall are
called antinodes. At the nodes there is no vertical motion and
maximum horizontal motion (strength of current). At the anti-
nodes the water has no horizontal motion (slack) and maximum
vertical motion (high and low water).

Dura tion of Slack

In the change of direction of flow from flood to ebb, and vice
versa, the reversing tidal current goes through a period of
slack water or zero velocity. Obviously, this period of slack
is but momentary, and graphically it is represented by the
instant when the current curve cuts the zero line o~ velocities.
For a brief period each side o~ slack water, however, the cur-
rent is very weak, and in ordinary usage "slack water" denotes
not only the instant o~ zero velocity but also the period o~
weak current. The question is there~ore frequently raised, how
long does slack water last?

To give slack water in its ordinary usage a definite meaning, we
may define it to be the period during which the velocity of the
current is less than one-tenth or a knot. Velocities less than
one-tenth of a knot may generally be disregarded for practical
purposes, and such velocities are, moreover, difficult to measure
either with float or with current meter. For any given current
it is now a simple matter to determine the duration of slack
water, the current curve rurnishing a ready means for this
determination.

In general, regarding the current curve as approximately a sine
or cosino curve, the duration o.f slack water is a .function o.f
the strength o.f current--the stronger the current the less ~he
duration o.f slack-~and .from the equation o.f the sine curve we
may easily compute the duration o.f slack water tor currents of
various strengths. For the normal flood or ebb cycle of 6h 12.0-
we may write the equation o.f the current curve y = A sin 0.483lt,
in which A is the velocity of the current in knots at time of
strength, 0.4831 the angular velocity in degrees per minute, and
t is the time in minutes from the instant o.f zero velocity.
Setting y. 0.1 and solving .for t (this value o.f t giving half
the duration o.f slack) we get ror the duration ot slack the fol-
lowing values: Por a current with a strength of 1 knot, slack
water is 24 minutes; tor currents of 2 knots strength, 12 minutes;
3 knots, 8 minutes" '4 knots, 6 minutes; 5 knots, 5 minutes;
6 knots, 4 minutes' 8 knots, 3 minutes 10 knots, 2 1/3 minutes.
For the daily type of current with a given strength, the duration
o.f slack is obviously twice that of a semidaily current with
like strength.
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Velocity or Current and Progression or Tide

In the tidal movement of the water it is necessary to distinguish
clearly between the speed of the current and the progression or
rate of advance of the tide. In the former case reference is
made to the actual speed of a moving par~icle, while in the
latter case the reference is to the rate of advance of the tide
phase or the velocity of propagation of wave motion, which
generally is many times greater than the velocity of the current.

It is to be noted that there is no necessary relationship between
the velocity or the tidal current at any place and the rate of
advance or the tide at that place. In other words, if the rate
or advance or the tide is known we cannot rrom that alone inter
the speed of the current, nor vice versa. The rate of advance
of the tide in any given body or water depends on the type of
tidal movement. In a progressive wave the tide moves approxi-
mately in accordance with the formula r =..[ir , in which r is the
rate of advance or the tide, , the acceleration of gravity, and
1 the depth of the waterway. In stationary wave movement, we
have seen that the time of high water and low water occur at
very nearly the same time over a considerable area. Thus, there
is no progression of the wave present. When a combination of
progressive and stationary wave movements occur, the relation
between tide and current becomes quite complicated.

The velocity of the current, or the actual speed with which the
particles ot water are moving past any fixed point, depends on
the volume ot water that must pass the given point and the cross
section ot the channel at that point. The velocity ot the cur-
rent is thus independent ot the rate ot advance ot the tide.

Rotary Tidal Currents

Within the channel or a bay or river, the current is compelled
to l~ollow the direction or the channel, upstream on the rlood
and downstream on the ebb. Out in the open sea, however, this
restriction no longer exists, the current having complete rreedom
so far as direction is concerned. Orfshore, therefore, tidal
currents are generally not or the reversing type. Instead or
flowing in the same general direction during the entire period
of the rlood and in the opposite direction during the ebb, the
tidal currents offshore change direction continually. Such cur-
rents are therefore called rotary currents. An example of this
type of current is shown in Figure 5, which represents the speed
and direction of the current at the beginning of each hour of
the ~orenoon for a typical day at Nantucket Shoals Lightship,
stationed ofr the coast of Massachusetts.

The current is seen to have changed its direction at each hourl~
observation, the rotation being in the direction of movement of
the hands of a clock, or rrom north to south by way of east, then
to north again by way to west. In a period of a little more
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than 12 hours it is seen that the current has shifted in direc-
tion completely round the compass.

It will be noted that the tips of the arrows, representing the
speeds and directions of the current at the. beginning of each
hour, define a somewhat irregular ellipse. If a number of obser-
vations are averaged, eliminating accidental errors and temporary
meteorological disturbances, the regularity of the curve is con-
siderably increased. The average period of the cycle is found
to be l2h 25M. In other words, the current day for the rotary
current, like the tidal day, is 24h Sam in length.

A characteristic feature of the rotary current is the absence of
slack water. Although the current generally varies from. hour to
hour, this variation from. greatest current to least current and
back again to greatest current does not give rise to a period of
slack water.

1
Scale of KnotsI I . . . . . . . . I .,

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Fil. 5 . Example of a typical rotary current.
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W~en the speed of the rotary tidal current is least, it is known
as the minimum current, and when it is greatest it is known as
the maximum current. The minimum and maximum speeds of the
rotary current are thus related to each other in the same way as
slack and strength of the rectilinear current, a minimum speed
following a maximum speed by an interval of about 3 hours and
being followed in turn by another maximum after a further inter-
val of 3 hours.

With regard to the current curve, or current ellipse as it may
be called, which represents the rotary tidal current at any
place, the basic features are the relation of the major and minor
axis which determine the ellipticity of the curve, the direction
of rotation, and the direction of the major axis. If the major
and minor axis are nearly equal the ellipse will be nearly cir-
cular; if they differ greatly the ellipse will be flattened. In
the northern hemisphere the direction of rotation of the rotary
current is, as a rule, with the hands of a clock, while in the
southern hemisphere it is counter clockwise. But local hydro-
graphic features may bring about a reversal of this general rule.

Rotary tidal currents are subject to the periodic variations
found in tides and reversing currents. These variations are
related to the changes in the phase, .parallax, and declination
of the moon. At times of full and new moon the velocity of the
rotary current is greater than the average, while at the times
of the moon's first and third quarters the velocities are less
than the average. Likewise when the moon is in perigee, stronger
currents occur, while when the moon is in apogee the currents
are weaker. In general it may be taken that the percentage of
increase or decrease in the velocity of the current in response
to changes in phase and parallax is the same as tM like increase
or decrease in the local range of the tide.

In response to changes in the declination of the Moon the rotary
current eXhibits diurnal inequality like the tide and reversing
current. This manifests itself as a difference between Morning
and afternoon current ellipses. When the moon is on the equator
the two current ellipses of a day are 1rIUch alike; but when the
moon .is near its maximum semiMonthly declination the two current
ellipses exhibit differences, principally in velocity.

Like tides and reversing currents, rotary tidal currents may be
grouped under the three types of semidaily, daily, and mixed.
The semidaily type of rotary current is one which exhibits two
full cycles within a tidal day, morning and afternoon currents
differing but little. The daily type is one in which but one
cycle occurs in a day, and the mixed type is one Which eXhibits
two cycles within a day but with considerable difrerences
between morning and a.fternoon currents. In addition to the
periodic variations to which rotary tidal currents are subject,
they also eXhibit rluctuations arising from the errects or non-
tidal currents.



Hydraulic Current

In addition to reversl.ng and rotary currents, there is a third
type called a hydraulic current. The term applies to a current
in a strait or tidal river that is caused by a difference in
head of water at the two entrances. When this difference in
head results from tidal action that causes the water at one end
to be alternately higher or lower than at the other, the tr.ovement
is periodic and may be treated as a reversing type of curr6nt.
The currents through the East River which connects New York Har-
bor wi th Long I sl and Sound are an example o~ hydraul i c curren ts .

When there is tidal action at each entrance to a strait, dif-
~erence in the head will result partly from any difference in
the range of tide and partly from any differences in the times
of the high and low waters. Theoretically, the current speed
will vary as the square root of the difference in head, will be
a maximum when this di~ference is greatest, and will be zero or
slack water when the difference is zero. Actually there will be
a lag of several minutes in response of the currents to this
difference in head due to inertia and friction in the waterway
itself.

Harmonic Constants

The reversing tidal current, like the tide, may be regarded as
the resultant of a number of simple harmonic movements, each of
the .form ., = A ~(at+e) ; hence, reversing tidal currents may be
analyzed in a manner analogous to that used in tides and the
harmonic current constants derived. These constants permit the
characteristics of the currents to be determined in the same
manner as the tidal harmonic constants, and they may also be
used in the prediction of the times o.f slack and the times and
velocities of the strength of current.

It can easily be shown that in inland tidal waters. like rivers
and bays. the amplitudes of the various current components are
related to each other. not as the amplitudes of the correspond-
ing tidal components. but as these latter multiplied by their
respective speeds; that is. in any given harbor. if we denote
the various components of the current by primes and of the tide
by double primes, we have

... . ~ . ~" .K' .0, . - - "". . ~'. - ~"'. k VI'. 0' ,
m2.';'2.l~2. I' l'-".2m2- 2';'2."2l~2. IAl.O. 1

where the gmall italic letters represent, respectively, the
angular speed or the corresponding components. This shows at
once that the diurnal inequality in the currents should be approx-
imately half that in the tide.

RotQry currents may likewise be analyzed harmonically, but in
this case it is necessary to resolve the hourly velocity and
direction o~ the current into two components, one in the north
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and south direction and the other in the east and west direction.
Each set of hourly tabulations is then treated independently and
analyzed in the usual manner. When the two sets of harmonic
constants have been derived the like-named constants of the
north and south and east and west directions may be combined into
a single resultant, which will be an ellipse, either graphically
or by means of the formula

H 2. 2 H 2.
tan 26 = ~12~~~ ~~1~ ~22~ ~~z

HI ~ 2~I+H22~ 2~2

which may be derived by writing each harmonic constant in the
.form .=H1 ~(8-~1) .for the north and south component and
v=H2~(8-~2) .for the east and west component.

Reduction Methods and Results

The purpose in studying tidal currents is to determine their
speed and direction through direct observations ot the speed
and direction ot the current in a tidal body ot water and to
MAke such data available to the general public. Two types or
reduction--harmonic and nonharmonic--are used in s.tudying tidal
currents. A harmonic analysis proceeds through several compli-
cated mathematical procedures to determine harmonic constants
which in turn are used in the prediction or the daily current
at that place.

The mathematics involved is beyond the scope of this paper but
is explained in detail in other C&GS manuals. "Harmonic Con-
stants" has been de.fined in a previous section. A nonharmonic
analysis determines the average speed and direction o~ the cur-
rent and is a relatively simple reduction. A sample computation
is shown in Fig. 6. Here the observed times of slack water and
strengths o.f .flood and ebb are compared to the predicted times
of their respective phases at a nearby reference station. A
reference station is a place for which daily p!gedictions are
given in the annual tidal current tables and the type of current
is similar in times and velocities to the secondary stations
being reduced.

Thus in selecting a reference station to which to refer any
series of tidal current observations, its characteristics must
be studied and compared with the secondary stations tor which
new data arc being reduced. It no suitable station is available
in the survey area, one must be developed in order that the sta-
tions can adequately be reduced.

Likewise the observed speeds and directions of the current at a
secondary station are summed and averaged for flood and ebb.
The velocity of the observed tidal current may be reduced to a
mean value by the application of a ractor derived rrom the cur-
rent velocity at the rererence station. In using such a station,
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the factor is obtained by dividing the best determined average
speed at the reference station by the average speed .for the
period covered by the observations.

Publishing the Results

Two different types of publications are issued by the Coast and
Geodetic Survey to include results of the tidal current surveys.
Tidal Current Tables are published annually for both the Atlantic
and Pacific Coasts of North America. The other is a series of
Tidal Current Charts for various tidal estuaries on both Atlantic
and Pacific Coasts. Each of these publications is based on
observations obtained over Mm1Y years of current surveys.

The Tidal Current Tables have been published annually since 1890.
They first appeared as part of the Tide Tables and consisted of
brief directions ror obtaining the times of the current for a
few locations. Later daily predictions of slack water were
given. By 1923, the tables had so expanded that they were
issued as a separate publication called "Current Tables, Atlantic
Coast" and "Current Tables, Pacific Coast." A few years later,
the daily predictions were extended to include the times and
speeds of maximum current. Toda¥, each Table is divided into
several tables. Table 1 (Fig. 7) giV9S the predicted times of
slack water and the predicted times and velocities of the maximum
current--f10od and ebb--for each day of the year for a number of
places along the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts.

Table 2 (Fig. 8) furnishes data which will enable the user to
determine the approximate time of slack water and the time and
velocity of maximum current at numerous stati~ns on both the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts. Given for each station are time
differences of slack water and maximum current and flood and ebb
velocity ratios with respect to some stations for which daily
predictions are also given. Finally the'direction and average
speed of maximum flood and ebb are also included in this section
The Tidal Cur'rent Tables also contain data on rotary stations,
Gulf Stream, wind driven currents, etc., all of which may be of
interest to the mariner.

Each T~dal Current Chart (Fig. 9) gives a comprehensive view of
the hourly speed and direction of the current throughout each of
the tidal estuaries tor which a chart has been published. Each
chart also provides a means tor determining the speed and direc-
tion of the current at various places covered by each chart.

Pig. 7 - Sample page of predictions for the Narrows, New York
Harbor, N.Y.

Fig. 8 - Sample page of Table 2 showing several places referred
to the Narrows.

Fig. 9 Sample page from a Tidal Current Chart.
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2390 For~y-s8Cond Street 46'4 00 +1 35 +1 4D 1.0 1.1 30 1. 2.3
2395 Nlnety-slJC1'h S'trHt 48 '7a 59 +1 40 +1 50 1.0 1.1 30 1.' -- ! 2.3
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ICur..ent is ..ote..y, 1u..ning clockwise. Mini~ cur..ent of 0.9 knot sets SW. abou~ ~ime of "Slack.
flood beglnsw at The Na..rows. Mlnl.um cu ent of 0.5 knot sets ME. about 1 hour before wSlack, ebb
begIns" et The ows.

i_xl- flood, .{Io 500: _xi- ebb, f(1' 5&-.
'Flood begins, -2. ~5.: maxiMum flood, -QA 058: ebb begins, ~ 05-: -'XlnuM ebb, -1. 50-.
-The values for the Hudson River ...e for ~he su..er months, when the f..esh-wat.. discharge is a. .III'nl_.

0
aao
aI&

0
0
&

FiC. 8 . Sample pa.e of Table 2 showin. places referred to the Narrows.
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